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Introductory message
Adoption of new treasury technology is still at
an early stage
Deloitte is pleased to release its 2019
Global Corporate Treasury Survey.
In preparing this year’s survey, our team
considered the following:
•• What challenges and mandates are
treasurers facing?
•• What is the current use of Treasury
Management Systems (TMS)?
•• What new technologies are available to
treasurers?
•• To what extent have treasurers utilized
opportunities and solutions that new
technologies offer?
While liquidity and financial risk
management remain the top two CFO
mandates for treasurers, acting as a
strategic partner and adviser to the
business is becoming more critical than ever.
Treasury is demonstrating its value as a
core leadership function by supporting both
M&A and organic growth activities.
Further evidence of the shift away from
the traditional operational model is the
requirement to become a profit center, and
though this is still deemed as not important
to over half of respondents, it has almost
doubled from 15 percent in 2017.
Although our survey reveals that many
treasurers are comfortable in deploying
TMS technology across companies ranging
drastically in scale, adoption has not
extended widely to some of the newest
available technologies such as Robotic

Process Automation (RPA), Artificial
Intelligence (AI), Visualization, Big Data,
and Blockchain.
This is in contrast to the wider finance
function in many companies, where the
adoption of these new technologies is
happening at an ever-increasing pace.
From a Deloitte perspective, we believe that
the treasury profession is only at the early
stage of this evolution, which could disrupt
the way we consider companies using
technology in the future.

Melissa Cameron
Principal
Global Treasury Lead
Deloitte US

These new technologies are starting to
become commonly available within finance
organizations and it is therefore helpful
to understand existing areas where these
technologies are being implemented. The
enclosed survey results provide insights
as to where this might be beneficial to
your organization.
Practical treasury use cases of such
technologies are available in all regions.
However, lack of insight as to specific
solutions combined with unknown costs are
cited as the most common challenges for
applying these in the treasury function.

Torben Winther
Partner
Nordic Treasury Lead
Deloitte Denmark

Deloitte has one of the largest treasury
practices, with subject matter specialists
across areas of treasury strategy,
transformation, and technology. If this
survey resonates with any issues your
company is facing or if you would like to
explore use cases, please contact us. Our
international contacts are listed on page 18.
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Survey demographics
•• Over 208 companies participated in the
2019 survey.
•• The largest percentage of respondents
were from the Consumer & industrial
products industry.
•• Around 70% of the companies in this
survey have between 1 and 15 FTEs in
their treasury function.
•• More than 30% of participants have a
revenue above 10bn USD equivalent.
•• The information obtained during the
survey was taken “as is” and was not
validated or confirmed by Deloitte.
Top treasury goals and mandates
•• Liquidity risk management and being
a steward for financial risk management
remain as the most important
CFO mandates.
•• Being a “value-add partner to
the CFO,” which jumps a place in this
year’s survey, reflects the transfer of
strategic tasks requiring experienced
treasury knowledge.

•• Strategic challenges for treasury
organizations.

Treasury technology – criticality &
familiarity

•• Visibility of data is now the most
challenging area for treasury, up from
second-highest challenge in 2017.

•• The pace of technology adoption is
directly linked to the awareness and
perceived need of implementation of new
technologies in order to stay ahead in
your industry.

•• Foreign Exchange (FX) volatility is still a key
challenge at 50%, but moved down from
the top position in 2017.
•• Inadequate treasury systems
infrastructure grew from 30% to 47%
over the past two years.
Treasury technologies
With TMS now embedded as essential for
corporate treasury teams, the new treasury
technologies considered in this survey are:
•• Robotic/RPA

•• The main drivers for applying new
technologies are risk mitigation and
process automation.
•• The extent to which technology can be
used to achieve scalability, reduce cost,
and gain a competitive advantage is not
yet fully appreciated.
•• There is unanimous agreement that cost
and applying the right technologies are the
main challenges.

•• Machine Learning

Regulations

•• Visual Analytics

•• Brexit concerns and the adoption of
various IFRS requirements are cited
as the main regulatory challenges
facing treasurers.

•• Big Data
•• Blockchain
A glossary defining these terms is provided
on the following page.

•• The treasury function is also considered
a critical enabler in supporting company
growth, both organically and in-organically.

© 2019. For information, contact Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited.
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Glossary
Robotic/RPA
RPA is the software (commonly known
as a “robot” or “bot”) used to capture
and interpret existing applications for
the purpose of automating transaction
processing, data manipulation, and
communication across multiple
technology systems. Robots can perform
recurring processes just like their human
counterparts, and multiple robots can be
used to create a “virtual workforce.”
Big Data
Big Data is complex large data sets that
cannot be processed by traditional
processing software. With Big Data, it is
possible to process at a higher velocity,
larger volume, and with a variety of different,
often unstructured data such as audio.
Artificial Intelligence
AI builds on Machine Learning (ML) and
cannot exist without it, while ML can exist
without AI. AI can mimic human intelligence
by learning from pattern recognition in large
data sets and adjust to changes in input.

Machine Learning
Machine Learning (ML) is a subset of AI
and uses statistical techniques and
algorithms to learn based on data. Initially
the machine needs to be programmed by
a human; but once the machine knows
how to adjust to new data on its own, it
can train itself to improve accuracy without
human intervention.

the participants of the network and through
an innovative validation process ensures
consensus of the entire network at all times.
Blockchain technology allows for the secure
management of a public ledger or database,
where transactions are verified and securely
stored on a network.

Visual Analytics
Visualization is the process of presenting
data visually in a form that allows rapid
understanding of relationships and findings
that are not readily evident from raw
data. Visualization complements business
intelligence and analytics platforms, offering
rich graphics, interactivity, and usability.

Cloud (single or multi-tenant)
With single tenancy, each customer has
his or her own independent database and
instance of the software. Essentially, there is
no sharing happening with this option. Multitenancy means that a single instance of the
software and its supporting infrastructure
serve multiple customers. Multi-tenancy
cloud is the backbone technology of
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) offerings.

Blockchain
A blockchain is a type of database for
recording transactions—one that is copied
to all of the computers in a participating
network. It is thus sometimes referred to
as a “distributed ledger.” A blockchain stores
every transaction ever executed between

Hosted Services
Hosted Service provides an alternative
to organizations by providing access to
specialist resources, including systems
support on an as-needed basis. This may
include hosting a dedicated treasury system
on behalf of a client.

© 2019. For information, contact Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited.
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Survey demographics
The number of participants from the APAC region
almost doubled, compared to the 2017 survey
Geographic location

Industries

48%

2%

7%

Life sciences &
health care

The majority of respondents
are from the Consumer &
industrial products industry

23%

12%
7%

© 2019. For information, contact Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited.
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Number of FTEs

Around 70% of the
companies in this survey
have between 1 and 15 FTEs
in their treasury function

1–5

16–30

51–100

6–15

31–50

>100

Annual revenue (USD equivalent)

More than 30% of
participants have a revenue
above 10B USD equivalent

$10–$50B

© 2019. For information, contact Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited.
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Top treasury goals and
mandates set by CFO
Almost unanimously, liquidity risk
management and being a steward for
financial risk management are the most
critical mandates set by the CFO. The
percentage of participants that believe
becoming a profit center is a critical
mandate has nearly doubled from 15% in
2017 to 27% in 2019, in line with the upward
trend we saw in the 2017 results.

Top treasury goals and mandates set by CFO

•• The top treasury goals and mandates are
mainly unchanged from the 2017 survey.
•• The main exception is being a “valueadd partner to the CFO,” which reflects
the transfer of strategic tasks requiring
experienced treasury knowledge.
•• The treasury function is also considered
a critical enabler in supporting
companies’ growth.

Liquidity risk management
Steward for financial risk management
for the company
Value-add partner to the CFO
(e.g., support or drive M&A activity)
Strategic adviser to the business
Access to capital markets to
finance growth
Low-cost, efficient provider of services
Creation of scalable treasury
organization to support company growth
Enhanced governance and control over
domestic and overseas operations
Drive innovation and a digital agenda
in finance/treasury
Leading, governing, and driving working
capital improvement initiatives
Becoming a profit center (e.g., performing
proprietary trading and ability to directly
improve bottom line)

© 2019. For information, contact Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited.
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Strategic challenges for
treasury organizations
Improving data visibility and data quality,
managing liquidity, and FX volatility remain
the most challenging areas* for treasurers.
In a context of the evolution of the global
treasury function with the increasing
complexity of operations and processes,
the lack of effective treasury systems
infrastructure is a key constraint.
•• Visibility of data moved from being the
second-highest challenge in 2017 to being
first in the 2019 survey.
•• FX volatility is still a key challenge at 50%,
but moved down from the top position
in 2017.
•• Inadequate treasury systems
infrastructure grew from 30% to 47% over
the past two years.
•• Other challenges mentioned are:
–– Cybersecurity
–– Business agility
–– Regulatory risk and compliance
–– Working capital
*Multiple selections possible

Visibility into global operations,
cash and financial risk exposures
Liquidity

FX volatility
Inadequate treasury
systems infrastructure

Cash repatriation

Digital disruption
Entering or managing within
restricted markets
Global tax reform impacting operating
model and treasury practices
Treasury operations cost
Ability to respond to the
board/ad hoc requests

© 2019. For information, contact Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited.
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Treasury technology – overview
The use of spreadsheets has steadily
decreased during the past two years given
the investment in TMS or Hosted Services
solutions. Whilst the move to cloud-based
services is more prominent with larger
organizations (likely due to the financial
benefits and processing capacity cloud
brings to widespread demographics),
the results reveal that the highest growth
pertains to Hosted Services for the
whole group.

There has been an ongoing shift from locally
managed deployment to Hosted Services or
cloud-based solutions:
Hosted Services:
•• Hosted Services related to treasury
technology is referring to a setup where
software applications are being hosted
externally, i.e., at a dedicated environment
with a third-party data center.

TMS Deployment Model

Cloud/SaaS:
•• Corporates are investing more and more
in cloud-based technologies at a larger
level (ERP systems).
•• SaaS can be seen as a way to reduce risk
of redundancy and minimize cost, while
always having access, across locations, to
the latest version of TMS platforms.

Deployment by revenue

43%
36%

21%

Cloud/SaaS

Functional usage by system type
< $10B

< $10–$50B

Cloud/SaaS

>$50B

Locally managed

Hosted externally

© 2019. For information, contact Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited.
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Treasury management systems
functional usage – overview
The cost of ownership and the perceived
complexity of implementation and
maintenance of treasury systems remain
a barrier to adoption of technology. Many
systems are still supported or augmented
with the use of home-grown solutions
resulting in greater operational and
cyber risks.

•• SAP Treasury remains the most used
system among survey respondents in the
market for cash management and treasury
accounting, particularly by firms with
revenue less than $10bn.
•• SAP, FIS Quantum, Reval, Bellin, Kyriba,
and FIS Integrity are the most commonly

used systems according to respondents,
providing for all main treasury functions:
cash management functions, bank
administration, investments and debt
management, as well as FX & interest
rates management.

Cash management & treasury accounting *

Bank admin & relationship management *

Investments & debt management *

FX & interest risk management *

© 2019. For information, contact Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited.

* For ease of comparison, the systems are kept in the same order
throughout the functional areas.
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Treasury technology –
criticality & familiarity
The pace of technology adoption is directly
linked to the awareness (or lack thereof)
and perceived need of implementation of
new technologies in order to stay ahead
in your industry. Treasurers are aware
of the positive disruption that can stem
from technology adoption; however,
prioritization of implementation is being
challenged by the time required to select
and test new solutions.

•• Approximately 70% agree that Visual
Analytics and Robotics are important, or
even critical to treasury.
•• On average, more than 50% of
respondents have a general to wellversed understanding across all new
technologies. We expect these numbers
to increase as these technologies
become more commonplace.

Level of criticality

© 2019. For information, contact Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited.

•• Despite an increasing understanding
about blockchain, treasurers continue
being uncertain about this technology
and the benefits that its adoption would
bring, more of them favoring interest in
Big Data and Machine Learning.

Level of familiarity
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Technologies implementation
model maturity level
Implementation of new technologies has
been limited so far, despite the significant
potential benefits that they bring to treasury
such as improved cash and financial risk
exposure management, working capital
management, fraud detection, and
reduction in manual handling errors.

•• Robotic and Visual Analytics are the most
applied technologies so far, likely as a
result of implementation in other areas
of companies (A/R & A/P, payroll,
finance, etc.).
•• Blockchain technology is the least carriedout solution for core corporate operations.

Whole dedicated team or a few
in-house experts

•• Companies are prone to leverage
skills already available in-house with
implementation of new technologies,
but the trend to hire different skill sets
(programmers, data scientists, and
external consultants) will likely grow with
the need to bridge knowledge gaps and
add new capabilities.

Not using this technology

Currently educating existing staff
or looking for new talent

© 2019. For information, contact Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited.
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Treasury technology –
drivers vs. challenges
It is clear that there are many drivers for
applying technologies, with all areas having
some representation of being critically
important; however, respondents are faced
with the decision of what to select and how
to apply sophisticated and fit-for-purpose
solutions to their specific context.

•• Main drivers for applying new
technologies are mitigating risk and
process automation.
•• There is overall agreement that the cost
factors and the application of the right
technologies are the main criteria for
decision making.

Drivers for applying technologies
22%

5%

Automation of manual processes

68%

24%

8%

Risk mitigation (operational risks, fewer human
errors, enhanced security, increased control)

26%

Extensive data analysis and insights

22%

Scalability to support growth

22%

32%

39%

33%

37%

30%

11%

35%

49%

34%

Challenges for applying technologies

72%

51%

15%

42%
33%
35%

6%

22%
18%
27%
25%

6%
10%

•• A certain proportion of respondents
have a neutral view on the challenges for
applying technologies; this is most likely
the population of treasurers who are
trying to get a better understanding of the
solutions where they are not sure what
they are.

Cost reductions related to current process

26%

52%
54%
49%

14%

More satisfied employees due to less
repetitive work

10%

24-hour performance, speed, quality, and
operational efficiency

9%

Competitive advantage

54%

4%

Cost

16%

6%

Applying the right technologies

17%

7%

Selecting the right provider

9%
7%

20%

37%

30%

37%

39%
41%

8%
13%
26%

Critical and very important

Some degree of importance

Strongly agree

Neutral

Important

Not important

Agree

Disagree

© 2019. For information, contact Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited.

7%

19%

59%

23%

13%

6%

Finding suitable business cases
General technical understanding
and ease of use
Lack of knowledge about possibilities
Limited talent pool (attracting,
retaining, training)
Reducing staff, as there will be more
and more automation

Strongly disagree
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Treasury technology –
areas of implementation
New technology is already applicable and
being used in many areas. We expect that
the level of adoption will likely continue to
rise within the treasury function as it grows
in the overall organization.

Robotic process automation
Accounting, such as billings, reconciliations
and internal transaction
Data gathering, validation, and analysis

•• Implementation efforts have been focused
on RPA, followed by Visual Analytics.

Sending of information from systems when
given conditions are met

•• Data processing is deemed to be the
most likely use case for implementation
across RPA and Visual Analytics, with risk
mitigation and fraud prevention being at
the lower end.

Processing of emails as part of recurring
activities or in case of discrepancies
Execution of intermediate steps in the
context of system interfaces
Trade confirmation and execution
Budgeting, forecasting, financial and
general reporting
Identification of susupicious activites
(e.g., for fraud prevention)
Risk mitigation, collateral management,
and monitoring

Visual analytics
Liquidity planning
Risk management
Cash management
Bank account management
Accounting

© 2019. For information, contact Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited.
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Treasury technology –
areas of implementation (2)
New technology is already applicable and
pioneers in treasury are starting to adopt.
We expect that the level of adoption
will likely continue to rise within the
treasury function as it grows in the overall
organization.

Machine learning/artificial intelligence

•• ML/AI increase the pace and scale at which
corporates can automate their processes.
•• Forecasting, reconciliation, and back
testing are areas that are deemed most
applicable for AI.
•• Currently, the potential upside of
implementing ML/AI could be significantly
larger than for other technologies.

Forecasting, financial planning, back and
stress testing, and model validation
Continuous improvement of the matching rate
for the automatic posting of account statements
Improve data quality

Protection against cyber attacks
Compliance, AML, fraud detection, surveillance,
and KYC
Automation of order details, recording and
posting of contracts
Generation of messages for unexpected results
or process deviations in automated processes
Credit risk assessment

Hedging risks such as FX risk
Trading
Trading

Relationship management, e.g., using chatbots

© 2019. For information, contact Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited.
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Treasury technology –
areas of implementation (3)
•• As previously mentioned, implementation
efforts have been focused on RPA & Visual
Analytics, but some respondents have
implemented Big Data solutions as well.

Big data

•• The majority of these Big Data solutions
are related to IT infrastructure and
payment processes.
•• Almost a quarter of respondents do
not see there to be any benefit
or relevance in using Big Data for
unstructured data processing.

Cybersecurity

Securing and encrypting data

Trading patterns
Net IT infrastructure (e.g., to replace
in-house data warehousing)
Payment gateway and funds transfer

Hosting
Credit risk assessment
(e.g., real time)
For unstructured data processing
(e.g., sound files, pictures)
Replacing systems such as ERP and CRM to
provide better support and remote access

© 2019. For information, contact Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited.
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Treasury technology –
areas of implementation (4)
•• The most implemented solution, although
at a very low level, under this area is
Trade and supply chain finance, which
also has the highest selection for Likely
and Very likely.

Blockchain

•• Most respondents do not see this
technology being used for areas such as
share trading, claims processing, or capital
market type processes; these are areas
that would potentially be driven from
other providers (e.g., innovative exchanges
or financial services firms).

© 2019. For information, contact Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited.
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Regulations
Treasury professionals should proactively
monitor regulations, as this can have direct
or indirect operational and compliance
effects. Changes to the International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and
ripple effects of Brexit are most likely to
affect treasury functions over the next
12 months.

Regulations

•• Reglations such as IFRS, MiFID II, etc.,
extend to finance and markets as well as
the processing of personal information
of individuals (GDPR). This adds
complexity to the treasurer’s role
within the organization, specifically
in relation to segmenting data and
performing risk compliance.
•• The high percentage selection for IFRS is
likely due to IFRS 9 - financial instruments
standard and the changes to hedge
accounting rules.

© 2019. For information, contact Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited.
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Contacts
Global & United States
Melissa Cameron
mcameron@deloitte.com
+1 415 706 8227

United States
Niklas Bergentoft
nbergentoft@deloitte.com
+1 203 905 2859

Australia/New Zealand
Steven Cunico
scunico@deloitte.com.au
+61 3 9671 7024

Belgium
Philippe Delcourt
pdelcourt@deloitte.com
+32 2 800 22 45

Belgium
Kristine Dooreman
kdooreman@deloitte.com
+32 2 800 26 51

Bulgaria
Dimitar Popov
dpopov@deloittece.com
+359 280 23155

Canada
Paul Lech
plech@deloitte.ca
+1 416 643 8037

China
David Keong Fatt Wong
keowong@deloitte.com.cn
+86 10 8512 5378

France
David Melki
dmelki@deloitte.fr
+33 1 40 88 70 16

Germany
Volker Linde
vlinde@deloitte.de
+49 21 187722399

Germany
Harald Fritsche
hfritsche@deloitte.de
+49 89 290367167

Hong Kong
Lee Lapman
lapmanlee@deloitte.com.hk
+852 22387700

India
Tarun Tokas
ttokas@deloitte.com
+91 124 679 2777

Ireland
Pieter Burger
piburger@deloitte.ie
+35314172446

Japan
Kaoru Ito
kaito@tohmatsu.co.jp
+81 8045974232

Middle East
Irshad Jooma
irjooma@deloitte.com
+971 56 538 6453

Netherlands
Gabriel Aslan
gaslan@deloitte.nl
+31 8 8288 0972

Nordics
Torben Winther
twinther@deloitte.dk
+45 30 93 61 00

South Africa
Monique de Waal
modewaal@deloitte.co.za
+27 113045417

South East Asia
Benny Koh
bekoh@deloitte.com
+65 6800 2858

Spain
Alejandro Gonzalez de
Aguilar
agonzalezdeaguilar@deloitte.es
+34 914432552

Switzerland
Peter A. Nobs
panobs@deloitte.ch
+41 58 279 6065

United Kingdom
Karlien Porré
kporre@deloitte.co.uk
+44 207 303 5153

United Kingdom
Carl Sharman
casharman@deloitte.co.uk
+44 207 007 7128

United States
Carina Ruiz
caruiz@deloitte.com
+1 408 704 2158

United States
Prashant Patri
prpatri@deloitte.com
+1 212 436 7568

United States
Prashant Tekriwal
ptekriwal@deloitte.com
+1 312 486 4276
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